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ABSTRACT 

Therapeutic Nanotechnology and Immunoengineering for Cellular Therapy in 

Autoimmune Diabetes and Cancer 

by 

Ryan Chang 

 

Cellular therapy has gained impressive momentum in recent years as 

has the promise to become the third pillar of biomedical therapeutics after 

small molecule and biologic drugs. Cells have capabilities that are significantly 

superior to traditional small molecule and biologics that are essential to 

tackling some of the most difficult to treat diseases. Only cells are able to sense 

their environments, engage in complex signal processing, and ultimately 

respond through motility, release of molecules, or engagement of other cell 

types to elicit a therapeutic response. Indeed, we have already witness exciting 

advances such as the use of chimeric antigen receptor engineered T cells to kill 

tumor cells, or the replacement of dysfunctional endogenous cells with stem 

cells to recapitulate a lost native biological function. 

 

 It is becoming increasingly clear that there is a role for biomaterials to 

play within the paradigm of cellular therapy to facilitate and augment its 

efficacy. The delivery of cellular products into patients is fundamentally 

different from the administration of small molecule or biologic drugs, and may 
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require the use of biomaterials for support to ensure optimal viability and 

function. In addition, material and device engineering may help overcome 

some challenges in protecting cellular therapeutic products from hazardous 

host environments, such as the immune response. Finally, materials may be 

engineered to interact with endogenous or exogenous cells to precisely 

instruct their fate and function. Here, we illustrate three projects that combine 

engineered biomaterials with cells as novel strategies to help us understand 

and overcome challenges in diabetes and in cancer therapy. 

 

 First, we demonstrate the fabrication and use of nanoengineered thin 

film polymer materials to encapsulate of stem cells for the treatment of 

diabetes. Through the engineer of nanopores in to encapsulation devices, we 

show the ability to exclude immune cells and prevent priming of the host 

immune system. Remarkably, encapsulated stem cell derived beta cells are 

viable up to 6 months and exhibit glucose sensitive insulin secretion in vivo.  

 

Next, we illustrate the utility of a novel polymer scaffold to facilitate 

transplantation of islets into previously non-viable sites. In this study, we 

fabricated highly defined template patterns into polymer scaffolds to optimize 

islet cluster loading. We show the insulin secretion ability of islets loaded in 

scaffolds in well preserved. Finally, the islet-scaffold construct transplanted 

into the epidydimal fat pad successfully controlled blood glucose in diabetic 

mouse model.  
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In our final project, we synthesized nanoparticle tumor vaccines 

inspired by oncolytic viruses to treat solid tumors. Polymeric nanoparticles 

were loaded with a cocktail of immune adjuvants and a tumor antigen peptide. 

We demonstrate that these particles can efficiently present antigens to antigen 

presenting cells to instruct antigen specific T cell activation. Moreover, the 

polymeric nanoparticle vaccine successfully prevented the outgrowth of 

tumors in a syngeneic melanoma tumor model.  
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I. Nanoporous immunoprotective Device for stem cell derived 

beta cell replacement therapy  

A. ABSTRACT 

Encapsulation of human embryonic stem cell differentiated beta cell 

clusters (hES-βC) holds great promise for cell replacement therapy for the 

treatment of diabetics without the need for chronic systemic immune 

suppression. Here, we demonstrate a nanoporous immunoprotective polymer 

thin film cell encapsulation device that can exclude immune molecules while 

allowing exchange of oxygen and nutrients necessary for in vitro and in vivo 

stem cell viability and function. Biocompatibility studies show the device 

promotes neovascular formation with limited foreign body response in vivo. 

The device also successfully prevented teratoma escape into the peritoneal 

cavity of mice. Long term animal studies demonstrate evidence of engraftment, 

viability and function of cells encapsulated in the device after 6 months. 

Finally, in vivo studies demonstrate that the device was able to effectively 

shield cells from the host immune system. 

 

B. INTRODUCTION 

Diabetes mellitus is a disease characterized by autoimmune mediated 

β-cell destruction in type 1 diabetes and progressive β-cell dysfunction in type 
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2 diabetes leading to insulin insufficiency. The current standard of care for 

diabetics relies on closely monitoring blood glucose levels and administration 

of exogenous insulin by injections to simulate natural insulin secretion kinetics 

of pancreatic β cells. However, exogenous insulin delivery often fails to 

adequately modulate blood glucose levels within a tight physiological range. 

Resulting complications include life-threatening hypoglycemic episodes and 

hyperglycemia induced long term micro and macro-angiopathies leading to 

cardiovascular pathologies, kidney failure, retinopathy, and neuropathy1. 

Pancreas and pancreatic islet transplantation has been proven to be an 

effective treatment modality for T1D patients to achieve insulin 

independence2–4; however, its use has been limited due to islet donor 

shortages and the need for chronic systemic immune suppression5. 

 

The development of human embryonic stem cell (hES) or induced 

pluripotent stem cells (iPSC)-derived insulin producing cells promises to 

address the challenge of islet donor shortage6. Although several groups have 

successfully produced insulin secreting cells from hES and iPSC 7–14, clinical 

translation requires new engineering solutions to address safety concerns of 

teratoma formation and protection against immune rejection15. Cell 

encapsulation has emerged as a promising strategy by providing a physical 

barrier between transplanted hES-derived beta cell clusters (hES-βC) and the 

transplant recipient, thereby achieving immunoprotection from the host 
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immune response16,17. The optimal cell encapsulation device should allow 

sufficient oxygen and nutrient exchange in order to support the viability of 

encapsulated cells. It should also allow for efficient transport of glucose and 

insulin so that blood glucose can be properly controlled. At the same time, 

immunoprotective cell encapsulation devices need to exclude penetration of 

immune cells, antibodies and pro-inflammatory cytokines. The devices must 

also be biocompatible and should confine any potentially tumorigenic cells. 

 

Over the years, there have been several reports of macro or 

microencapsulation strategies for islet transplantation that have achieved 

varying degree of success18–22. A micro-encapsulation approach uses a polymer 

to individually contain a single cell or islet cluster within a microscale capsule, 

in order to maximize the surface area to volume ratio for improved nutrient 

exchange23. However, there is limited control over the thickness and pore size 

of microcapsules, and retrieval after injection is difficult. On the other hand, 

macro-encapsulation devices that contain many cells or islet clusters allow for 

much greater control over membrane thickness and pore size and can be 

readily retrieved after transplantation. However, these devices are suboptimal 

in nutrient exchange owing to thicker membranes and larger reservoir 

volume24. One of the most challenging issues is straddling the encapsulation 

device diffusional barrier between the limits of cell viability and adequate 

immune protection. It is useful to characterize the diffusional properties of cell 
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encapsulation barriers by their ability to transport immunoglobulins, pro-

inflammatory cytokines, insulin, and glucose as a way of instructing future 

encapsulation device designs. In our previous work, we demonstrated the 

initial proof of concept of these thin film devices to encapsulate and protect 

immortalized MIN6 cell-line25,26. 

 

In this report, we incorporate hES-βC into an immunoprotective macro-

encapsulation device. We specifically show that the membranes are able to 

exclude pro-inflammatory cytokines while allowing sufficient glucose and 

insulin exchange. Furthermore, we also demonstrate favorable long-term in 

vivo biocompatibility of the device as characterized by low foreign body 

response, robust neovasculature formation, and the ability to prevent cellular 

escape leading to teratomas. Encapsulated hES-derived insulin producing cells 

were shown to be viable and have measurable glucose sensitive c-peptide 

response in mice 6 months after transplantation. Finally, the 

immunoprotective devices successfully prevented the priming of antigen 

specific T cells in vivo. 

 

C. METHODS 

Nanoporous Immunoprotective Device Fabrication 
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Chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich unless noted. All films 

were spuncast onto silicon wafers at 1000 rpm for 30 s, followed by 2000 rpm 

for 30 s. Nanoporous polycaprolactone (80 kDa Mn) films were fabricated 

using an established template-based approach re- ported elseware25. In brief, a 

0.5 M solution of zinc acetate dihydrate and ethanolamine in 2-

methoxyethanol was spun- cast onto silicon wafers and annealed at 300 C on a 

hot plate to generate a zinc oxide (ZnO) seed layer. From this seed layer, ZnO 

nanorods were hydrothermally grown in a 5 mM zinc acetate solution at 85 to 

90 C for 2 h. A 150 mg/mL PCL solution was then spuncast onto the nanorods, 

followed by a 150mg/mL PEG:PCL solution to provide a microporous support, 

creating a nanoporous film with a microporous backing support layer. The film 

was soaked in a dilute sulfuric acid solution to etch away the ZnO nanorods 

and also dissolve the PEG, resulting in a nanoporous membrane with pores 

ranging from 30 to 100nm supported by a microporous backing. Membrane 

characterizations and ZnO nanorod morphology were previously measured25. 

To assemble the device, two PCL thin-films heat-sealed together using resistive 

heating of a nichrome wire. A two-step heat-sealing method was used where 

1.2 Amp current ran through a nichrome wire outlining the regions to be 

sealed. For the first sealing step, two films were placed over a U-shaped 

nichrome wire embedded in PDMS (Sylgard 184), 1 cm in diameter. To secure 

the membranes a PDMS weight was placed over the films holding them flat. A 

1.2 Amp current ran through the wire for 15 seconds and sealed the devices in 
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the shape of a U, defining the device lumen shape and leaving an open side for 

cell injection. hSC-βC in high glucose Dulbecco's modified Eagle's (DME) were 

injected into the devices through the remaining open side and sealed by 

placing the open edge over a straight nichrome wire embedded in PDMS and 

heat-sealed with a 1.2 Amp current for 10 seconds. 

 

Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Nanoporous PCL thin films were mounted on a flat SEM mount with colloidal 

graphite (Ted Pella). Cross sections were flash-dipped in isopropanol, followed 

by liquid nitrogen freeze fracture and then mounted. Samples were imaged by 

Carl Zeiss Ultra 55 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope using an in-

lens secondary electron detector at San Francisco State University. 

 

Transwell Diffusion Assays 

Standard Falcon brand 24 well 400 nm pore size PTFE transwell inserts 

barriers were kept intact (PTFE-400), or removed and replaced with 20 nm 

pore size or 200 nm pore size immunoprotective films (NIM-20, NIM-200). The 

inserts are then placed into respective wells on a 24 well plate. For transport 

studies, 0.3mL of 100μg/mL FITC conjugated dextran at 4kDa, 10kda, and 

40KDa, 0.3mL of 100ug/mL human IgG, or 10mM glucose solution in PBS was 

placed in the top compartment. 1mL of PBS was placed in the bottom 

compartment. The transwell culture plate was placed in a 37C incubator and 
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left for 7 days or 5 minutes (glucose transport). Solution from the top and 

bottom compartments were sampled and concentration was quantified by 

fluorimeter. Glucose detection kit (ab102617) was used to determine the 

glucose concentrations. For cytokine diffusion studies, media from 48 hour 

cultured anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 activated splenocytes were collected and 

placed in the top compartment while fresh media was placed in the bottom 

compartment. After 7 day incubation at 37C, samples from both compartments 

were collected and quantified using mouse 31-plex cytokine Luminex kit. 

 

Cell Culture 

Isolation of mouse islets was performed as described47. Islets were cultured in 

RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10%(v/v) fetal bovine serum. Splenocytes 

were isolated from C57BL/6J mice by passing crushed spleen through a filter 

mesh and cultured in DMEM supplemented with 5% (v/v) fetal bovine serum. 

Undifferentiated Mel1INS-GFP  cells37 were maintained on mouse embryo 

fibroblast feeder layers (Milli- pore) in hESC media as described13. Suspension- 

based direct differentiations to generate hES-βC were carried out as described8 

with improvements to the last stage based on published reports36,48.   

 

Gene targeting of Mel1INS-GFP cells 

To generate a cell line that expresses a constitutive firefly luciferase gene we 

employed recently published gene targeting approach of the insulated human 
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AAVS1 loci employing TALENs45. Briefly, we amplified a 6332 bp DNA piece 

containing all bacterial components, both homologies to the human AAVS1 

loci, as well as the puromycin resistance gene from the Puro-Cas9 donor 

plasmid (Addgene #58409) and cloned a fragment consisting of a peptide 

cleavage site T2A, followed by the firefly luciferase gene and a poly A sequence 

in, to re-circulate the DNA piece. The resulting plasmid, termed Puro-T2A-Luc 

donor, was sequence verified by sanger sequencing. Confluent Mel1INS-GFP were 

dissociated to single cells and approximately 8,0x106 cells were mixed with 

5ug of each of the TALEN plasmids and 20ug of the Puro-T2A-Luc donor in a 

0,4cm gap electro-cuvette (Biorad). Cells were electroporated using a 

GenePulser (Biorad) using an exponential decay with 250V and 500uF settings. 

Targeted cells were plated on DR4 resistant MEFs and clones were selected 

with 0.5ug/ml Puromycin for 4 days. After 11-12 days, individual clones were 

manually picked and expanded before freeze down and genomic DNA analysis. 

gDNA was analyzed with primers for WT and correct Puro integration. 

WT/Puro Forward: CCG GAA CTC TGC CCT CTA AC, WT Reverse: AGA TGG CTC 

CAG GAA ATG GG, Puro Reverse: GTG GGC TTG TAC TCG GTC AT. Mel1INS-

GFP,AAVS1-Luc line #3 was used for direct differentiation experiments. 

 

Mice 

NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ mice (NSG) and C57BL/6J mice were 

obtained from Jackson Laboratories. Mice used in this study were maintained 
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according to protocols approved by the University of California, San Francisco 

Committee on Laboratory Animal Resource Center. For kidney capsule grafts, 

approximately 2.0 × 106 hESC-differentiated cells in clusters were transplanted 

as described44. For encapsulated grafts, approximately 2.0 × 106 hESC-

differentiated cell clusters encapsulated in a bilaminar nanoporous 

immunoprotective device were transplanted in between the caudate and left 

hepatic lobe. For glucose-induced insulin secretion, mice were fasted overnight 

and serum was collected before and 1 hour after intraperitoneal 

administration of 3 g/kg D-glucose solution. Serum c-peptide levels were 

quantified by ELISA using commercially available kit (Alpco). 

 

Flow Cytometric Analysis 

Briefly, spheres were collected and allowed to settle by gravity. Clusters were 

washed once in PBS and dissociated by gentle pipetting after 12- to 15-min 

incubation in Accumax (innovative cell technologies). For flow-based analysis, 

dissociated cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy 

Science) for 15 min at room temperature, followed by two washes in PBS. 

Samples were either stored at 4C or immediately stained with directly 

conjugated antibodies. Data analysis was performed with FlowJo software. 

NKX6.1 – Alexa 647, PDX1-PE were obtained from BD Bioscience, and a human 

C-peptide antibody (Millipore, CHU-09) was in house conjugated to Alexa 488 

fluorophore using a commercially available kit (Invitrogen) 
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Glucose-stimulated insulin secretion 

Free and encapsulated hESC-derived spheres were transferred into tubes and 

washed twice with Krebs–Ringer Bicarbonate buffer (KRB) containing 2 mM 

glucose. Samples were incubated for 1 hour in 2 mM glucose containing KRB to 

allow equilibration of cells. 2 mM buffer was removed and replaced with fresh 

KRB containing 2 mM glucose for 30 minutes followed by incubation for 

another 30 minutes in KRB containing 20mM glucose. After the incubation 

period, buffers were collected for human C-peptide-specific ELISA analysis 

using a commercially available kit (Alpco). 

 

Immunostaining 

Mouse tissue samples were collected and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 

hours and washed with phosphate buffered saline at 4C for 48 hours, then 

30% sucrose for 24 hours. Tissue samples were embedded in Optimal Cutting 

Temperature (OCT) and sectioned for staining. COL1A1, F4/80, and vWF 

antibodies were purchased from BD Biosciences. 

 

In vivo Bioluminescence imaging 

Nanoporous immunoprotective devices encapsulated with luciferase-

expressing human embryonic cell derived pancreatic beta-like cell clusters 

(hSC-βC) were implanted in between the caudate and left hepatic lobes of the 
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liver of NOD.Cg- Prkdcscid IIl2rgtm1Wjl/SxJ (NSG) mice. Survival of the 

encapsulated cells in vivo was assessed by monitoring luciferase activity using 

a Xenogene IVIS 200 imaging system (PerkinElmer). The animals transplanted 

with hSC-βC cells were injected IP with D-luciferin solution (Goldbio, St. 

Louis,MO) at the dose of 150 mg/kg 5 min before imaging to capture the peak 

in bioluminescent intensity. The mice were anesthetized with an isoflurane 

mixture (2% in 98% O2) and imaged by using a Xenogen IVIS 200 imaging 

system. Bioluminescence images were acquired for 3 min and then analyzed 

using the Living Image analysis software (Xenogen, Alameda, CA). Regions of 

interest (ROI) were centered over the bioluminescence regions. Photons were 

counted within the ROI over the acquisition time. Adherence to the same 

imaging protocol ensured consistent signal detection on different days of in 

vivo imaging. 

 

Cell Transfer 

One day before cell transplantation, mice received Violet Proliferation Dye 

(VPD-450)-labeled lymph node (LN) cells from Ub-GFP-OT-1 Tg mice via retro-

orbital injection as previously described49. 6 days after the transplant, 

pancreatic draining lymph node and the spleen were harvested and the 

proliferation of transferred T cells was determined using flow cytometry by 

measuring the dilution of CFSE. A Fortessa flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, 

San Jose, CA) and FACSDiva software (BD Biosciences) were used for flow 
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cytometric analysis. For sensitization of B57CL/6J mice, OVA expressing B16 

melanoma cells were cultured overnight in DMEM media with serum washed 

twice in PBS. Cells were irradiated at 10 gy and 20×106 cells were injected IP 

or encapsulated into devices and transplanted into each recipient animal. 

 

D. RESULTS  

Immunoprotective Cell Encapsulation Device Design and Fabrication 

The immunoprotective cell encapsulation device should allow for 

exchange of insulin, glucose, and oxygen while excluding immune cells, 

immunoglobulins, and proinflammatory cytokines across the membrane 

barrier (Fig. 1a). A bilaminar nanoporous thin film macroencapsulation device 

is a favorable design due to its ability to minimize inward transport of immune 

species through tightly controlled pore structures while the thin film barrier 

reduces the diffusional distance for optimal exchange of oxygen and nutrients. 

Proinflammatory cytokines interleukin-1beta(IL-1β), interferon-gamma 

(IFNγ), and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNFα) have hydrodynamic radii of 

2.18 nm, 3.67 nm, and 3.80 nm respectively27–29 ; Therefore, immunoprotective 

membranes require pore diameters on the order to 10 to 100 nm. 

Polycaprolactone, a synthetic polymer, was selected as the preferred material 

owing to its favorable physical and biocompatibility properties30. Unlike 

natural polymers such as sodium alginate that have batch-to-batch variations 
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and are often contaminated with endotoxins31, synthetic polymer can be 

synthesized under reproducible and endotoxin free conditions32. 

Polycaprolactone has also been used in a variety of FDA approved medical 

products30. Furthermore, the low melting temperature of polycaprolactone 

allows for precise templating of stringently controlled pore sizes as well as 

tailored design of device geometry and thickness.  

 

We fabricated nanoporous immunoprotective membranes (NIM) using 

a substrate templating technique (Fig. 1b)25. Briefly, zinc oxide nanorods were 

grown hydrothermally onto silicon wafers to yield structures measuring 20 nm 

in diameter and 500 nm in height (Fig. 1c). Polycaprolactone (PCL) solution 

was spin-cast onto zinc oxide nano-templated silicon substrates (Fig. 1d), 

followed by sulfuric acid etching of zinc oxide. The resulting polymer 

membrane is a 10 µm thick consisting of a 500 nm thick nanoporous layer 

backed by a supporting porous layer (Fig. 1e). To assemble the nanoporous 

immunoprotective device (NID) for cell encapsulation, 2 NIMs are cut to 

desired shapes and heat sealed at 70°C along the edges to form a bilaminar 

device with a patent lumen (Fig. 1f). 
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Figure 1.1 | Immunoprotective Cell Encapsulation Device Design and 

Fabrication. a, illustration of immune-protective cell encapsulation device. b, 

schematic illustration of fabrication process for nanoporous thin films by zinc 

oxide nanorod growths and polymer templating. c, scanning electron 

microscopy image of zinc oxide nanorod templated silicon substrate (scale bar 

= 100 nm). d, scanning electron microscopy image of cross-section of 

nanoporous caprolactone membrane (scale bar = 100nm). e, scanning electron 
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microscopy image of nanopores on surface of polycaprolactone membrane. f, 

assembled immunoprotective cell encapsulation device (scale bar = 1 cm). 

 

In vitro characterization of nanoporous immunoprotective membranes 

Immunoprotective barriers designed for cell encapsulation must 

selectively inhibit diffusion of key immunogenic molecules including 

immunoglobulins and pro-inflammatory cytokines while permitting exchange 

of glucose and insulin. Human IgG has a molecular weight of 153 kDa33 while 

the TNF-alpha homotrimer, interferon-gamma, and interleukin 1- beta 

proinflammatory cytokines have molecular weights of 52kDa, 17kDa, and 

30kDa respectively27–29. Twenty nm and 200 nm pore size NIMs (NIM-20 and 

NIM-200, respectively) were fabricated and characterized for their robust 

ability to prevent diffusion of immunoglobulins and proinflammatory 

cytokines. In addition, we included 400nm PTFE membranes (PTFE-400) with 

pore size comparable to the Theracyte device34, the first macro-encapsulation 

device to be tested in clinical studies, as a control. We studied the molecular 

weight diffusion cut-off limit of NIMs and PTFE-400 by evaluating the diffusion 

rate of 4kDa, 10kDa, and 40kDa dextran molecules over a course of 7 days at 

physiological 37 C. Both NIM-20 and NIM-200, but not PTEF-400, were 

successful in preventing transport of 4kDa, 10kDa and 40kDa dextran 

molecules (Fig 2a). While NIMs are able to inhibit diffusion of high molecular 

weight cytokines, it is critical that they do not hinder the transport of smaller 
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molecules such as glucose. We measured the amount of glucose diffusion 

across NIM-20, NIM-200 and PTFE-400 over 5 minutes of 37C incubation. 

There was no significant difference between the amount of glucose 

transported across the 3 groups (Fig. 2b). These membrane characterization 

studies suggest that NIMs preferentially exclude larger molecular weight 

species such as immunoglobulin and proinflammatory cytokines while 

permitting the diffusion of smaller molecules, including glucose.  

 

To determine if NIMs can selectively block immune molecules, we first 

investigated the ability of NIMs to inhibit diffusion of human IgG 

immunoglobulin over one week of 37C incubation. In this study, PTFE-400 

failed to prevent transport of IgG while both NIM-20 and NIM-200 significantly 

reduced IgG transport (Fig. 2c). We furthered investigated which cytokines 

were preferentially excluded from diffusing into the cell containing 

compartment using a mouse pro-inflammatory cytokine Luminex panel35. We 

observed reduced cytokine diffusion across NIM-20 relative to NIM-200 or 

PTFE-400 barriers following a 7-day diffusion study (Fig. 2d). Interestingly, 

certain cytokines were excluded more effectively than others. For instance, 

only 10% of IL-1β was transported across NIM-20 while 25%, 80% of TNFα 

and IFNγ were transported across the same NIM-20 respectively. One may 

expect a size dependent relationship that can explain the diffusion profile of 

our panel of pro-inflammatory cytokines. Cytokine diffusion rates were 
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compared against their respective protein molecular weights (Fig. 2e). 

Although there was a general trend toward reduced diffusion with larger 

molecular weight cytokines, there exist a population of small molecular weight 

cytokines with poor transport kinetics. One of the properties explaining this 

phenomenon could be differences in protein charges as the negatively charged 

polycaprolactone NIMs30 can preferentially cause adhesion of positively 

charged cytokines. Indeed, isoelectric point of cytokines had a significant effect 

on the protein’s ability to transport across NIMs. Specifically, cytokines with 

isoelectric points above 7 that are positively charged at neutral pH transported 

poorly across NIMs regardless of their molecular weight while negatively 

charged cytokines exhibited size dependent transport kinetics (Fig. 2e). 

Electrostatic repulsion between the cytokines and the surface of the polymer 

nanopores potentially allow negatively charged cytokines to traverse through 

the nanoporous structures of NIMs more effectively. 

 

Since cytokine diffusion is attenuated, we then further determined if 

NIMs offer pancreatic islets protection against cytokine exposure. In a 

transwell coculture system, mouse islets were placed in the top compartment 

while syngeneic mouse splenocytes activated by surface immobilized anti-CD3 

and anti-CD28 were placed in the bottom compartment as a source of 

cytokines. The top and bottom compartments were separated by NIM-20, NIM-

200 or a 8 μm PTFE barrier (PTFE-8000). The viability of mouse islets was 
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quantified 48 hours later using flow cytometry of dissociated islets after 

propidum iodine staining. Results of this study demonstrate significantly 

reduced apoptosis in mouse islets protected by NIM-20, and NIM-200 when 

compared to islets protected by PTFE-8000 (Fig. 2f). Consistent with our 

results shown in Fig. 2d, we confirmed that NIM-20 reduced proinflammatory 

cytokine diffusion into the islet compartment (Supplementary Fig. 1a).  

 

  

Figure 1.2 | In vitro characterization of nanoporous immunoprotective 

membranes. a, 4kDa, 10kDa, 40kDa FITC-dextran diffusion rate across NIM-

20, NIM-200, and PTFE-400 pore size films over 7d (n=5 per group). b, 5-

minute glucose diffusion rate across NIM-20, NIM-200, and PTFE-400. (n=5 

per group) c, FITC-IgG diffusion rate across, NIM-20, NIM-200, PTFE-400 films 

over 7d. (n=6 per group) d, Quantification of transwell pro-inflammatory 

cytokine diffusion across NIM-20, NIM-200, and PTFE-400 over 7d measured 
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by Luminex. e, Cytokine diffusion rate for NIM-20 compared to molecular 

weight and protein charge. f, Propidium iodine staining of dissociated islets 

recovered from coculture with anti-CD3/CD28 activated splenocytes isolated 

from wildtype C57BL6/J mice separated by NIM-20, NIM-200, PTFE-8000 or 

no splenocyte control (ctrl) over a 48 hrs period. (n=3 per group). *P < 0.05, 

**P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. 

 

In vitro evaluation of cell viability and function in nanoporous 

immunoprotective device 

Once establishing that the exclusion of cytokines and immunoglobulins 

is important for preservation of primary mouse islet viability, we evaluated the 

ability of NIDs to support the viability and function of encapsulated human 

stem cell derived beta cell clusters (hES-βC) as a more relevant system for cell 

therapy approaches. hES-βC cells were generated by a direct differentiation 

approach previously described8 with modifications of the last stage based on 

published work14,36. To facilitate the detection of hES-βC, we generated them 

from Mel1 human embryonic stem cells that contain a GFP reporter driven 

under the endogenous insulin promoter37. Using this cell line, endogenous 

insulin expression, and thus beta cell viability, can be followed live by 

measuring the GFP fluorescence signal. Differentiated clusters consist of 

approximately 35% hES-βC cells as identified by intracellular flow analysis for 

human C-peptide as a readout of endogenous insulin production (Fig. 3a). In 
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addition, virtually all hES-βC cells co-express key β-cell transcription factors 

PDX1 and NKX6.1 (Fig. 3a), shown to be critical for beta cell function and 

maintenance38,39. To further characterize our NIMs, we delivered hES-βC 300 

clusters to the luminal cavity of a partially sealed NID and are then fully 

encapsulated by localized heat sealing (Fig. 3b). Importantly, fluorescence 

intensity from NID encapsulated hES-βC was stable in both NID-20 and NID-

200 over a course of 5 weeks in vitro (Fig. 3c, Supplementary Fig. 2a). This 

result demonstrates that insulin expression and thus viability of hES-βC 

encapsulated in NID can be maintained in culture over prolonged periods of 

time. We further studied the ability of NID encapsulated hES-βC to secrete 

insulin in response to glucose stimulations. Interestingly, both NID-20 and 

NID-200 encapsulated hES-βC exhibited glucose stimulated insulin secretion 

with comparable glucose stimulation indices (GSI) of approximately 1.5 (Fig. 

3d, e). While these data are within the range of GSI reported previously8,14,36, it 

is likely that insulin diffusion was somewhat restricted as we observed 

reduced C-peptide concentration in both high and low glucose buffers in the 

smaller pore size NID-20 compared to that of NID-200. Based on these results, 

we continued our studies with NID-200 since it represents a more ideal 

encapsulation device for further animal studies as it protected islets against 

immunological challenges and allowed better diffusion of small molecules, 

including insulin and glucose.  
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Figure 1.3 | In vitro evaluation of cell viability and function in nanoporous 

immunoprotective device. a, cytoflow based co-analysis of intracellular beta 

cell transcription factors PDX1, NKX6.1 and the endogenous insulin synthesis 

marker C-peptide. (n=8) b, Illustration of encapsulated hESINS-GFP derived beta-

cell containing clusters in bilaminar thin film device. c, GFP fluorescence signal 

(FL) measured from hESINS-GFP-βC that were encapsulated in NID-20 and NID-

200 and cultured for > 5 weeks in vitro. (n=4) per group. d, glucose stimulated 

insulin secretion assay for NID-20 and NID-200 encapsulated  hESINS-GFP-βC 

analyzed  by human C-peptide specific ELISA .(n=4 per group) e, glucose 

stimulation index (GSI, 20mM/2mM glucose for 30 minutes) of NID-20 and 

NID-200 encapsulated hESINS-GFP-βC. (n=4 per group). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, 

***P < 0.001. 

 

In vivo NID biocompatibility and prevention of teratoma escape. 
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Biocompatibility of biomaterials has been shown to be critical for the 

safety and integrity of long term cell encapsulation devices40. In particular, 

foreign body responses and fibrous capsule development following 

implantation of medical devices need to be carefully studied for NIDs. Protein 

adsorption on material surfaces can promote macrophage recruitment to the 

tissue-material implant site which may become activated through the 

alternative pathway and enhance fibrogenesis by fibroblasts, leading to fibrous 

capsule formation around the implant41,42. To study this property, we 

incubated PCL and PTFE surfaces in fetal bovine serum for 24h and 

demonstrate similar levels of protein adsorption on both material surfaces 

(Supplementary Fig. 3a). An ideal biomaterial for cell encapsulation implant 

devices should exhibit low macrophage recruitment and fibrosis at the 

material-tissue interface while also permitting the formation of neovasculature 

along the surface of the material to provide oxygen and nutrient support for 

the encapsulated cells. To this end, polycaprolactone (PCL) and polypropylene 

(PP) films were implanted subcutaneously into immunocompetent C57BL/6J 

mice as part of a long term in vivo biocompatibility study. PCL films along with 

surrounding tissue were explanted at 4 months followed by tissue sectioning 

and staining for Collagen 1, a macrophage marker (F4/80), and von Willibrand 

Factor to elucidate fibrosis, macrophage recruitment and angiogenesis, 

respectively. Immunostainings show increased blood vessel formation and 

reduced fibrosis and macrophage recruitment in PCL film grafts compared to 
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PP implants (Fig. 4a). This data is in agreement with H&E staining 

(Supplementary Fig. 4a, b) that showed minimal fibrosis following 4 month 

subcutaneous transplant in immunocompetent mice, and suggests that PCL 

thin films exhibit favorable biocompatibility leading to robust neovasculature 

formation in the absence of chronic foreign body response.   

 

The use of cell encapsulation devices for the transplantation of human 

stem cell products is important due to regulatory safety considerations in the 

event of cell escape, dedifferentiation, and/or teratoma formation. Macro-

encapsulation devices are advantageous over microencapsulation strategies 

because they prevent the distribution of stem cells throughout the body and 

allow for easier retrieval of explant. This is particularly important for the 

prevention of teratomas which can arise from hES cells that are not fully 

differentiated43. We modeled the formation of teratomas in vivo by 

transplanting either encapsulated or naked undifferentiated hES into immune 

deficient NOD scid gamma (NSG) mice. Encapsulated hES cells were 

transplanted between the caudate lobe and left hepatic lobe while naked cells 

were delivered under the kidney capsule in order to confine their location 

within the animal44. To be able to efficiently monitor hES cells after 

transplantation into animals, we engineered a constitutively expressed firefly 

luciferase gene into the insulated human AAVS1 loci of Mel1INS-GFP using 

TALENS as previously described45 (Supplementary Fig. 5, henceforth 
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referred to as Mel1INS-GFP;AAVS1-Luc). Six weeks following transplantation, we 

observed pervasive teratomas in the animals that were transplanted with 

naked hES under the kidney capsule and an increase in body weight indicative 

of increased tumor mass in these animals (Fig. 4b, c). In addition, imaging of 

luciferase signal demonstrates the confinement of encapsulated cells, while 

naked Mel1INS-GFP;AAVS1-Luc escaped the kidney capsule and were detected 

throughout the peritoneal body cavity (Fig. 4d,e). Taken together, these data 

demonstrate the ability of our PCL NID encapsulation approach to contain 

proliferative cell populations within the device and prevent them from 

spreading throughout the body. 
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Figure 1.4 | In vivo NID biocompatibility and prevention of teratoma 

escape. a, immunofluorescent staining for collagen (COL1A1), neo-vasculature 

(VWF), and macrophage (F4/80) markers of 4 month subcutaneous 

polycaprolactone and polypropylene thin films implants in C57BL/6J mice. b, 

day 0 and week 6 body weight measurements from mice transplanted with 

undifferentiated Mel1INS-GFP;AAVS1-LUC cells in NID or naked under the kidney 

capsule of NSG mice. (n=4 per group). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. c, 

gross image of mice that received undifferentiated Mel1INS-GFP;AAVS1-LUC cells 

transplants either encapsulated devices (NID) or naked (KDN) under the 

kidney capsule of NSG mice. d, representative bioluminescence image of NSG 

mice transplanted with undifferentiated Mel1INS-GFP;CON-LUC cells either 

encapsulated (NID) or naked (KDN) under the kidney capsule of NSG mice 

after 6 weeks. e, representative gross morphology image of explanted 

teratoma mass from undifferentiated, naked Mel1INS-GFP;AAVS1-LUC cells (scale bar 

= 1cm). 

 

In vivo viability and function of hES-βC encapsulated in NID 

To study viability and function of encapsulated Mel1INS-GFP;AAVS1-Luc 

derived hES-βC into NID, we transplanted them between the caudate lobe and 

left hepatic lobe of NSG mice, as this site was determined to be the most 

optimal transplant site for cell survival (Supplementary Fig. 6a,b). We then 

measured graft persistence using bioluminescence imaging of the 
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constitutively expressed luciferase gene. Luciferase bioluminescence in mice 

transplanted with NID encapsulated hES-βC was detected on day of 

transplantation as well as 30 days, and 6 months after transplantation (Fig. 5a, 

e). These results are in agreement with our in vitro data showing that NIDs 

allow the long-term survival of hES-βC cells. To assess the functional 

properties of encapsulated hES-βC one week post transplantation, mice were 

fasted overnight, followed by a challenge consisting of a bolus of glucose via 

intraperitoneal injection. Glucose stimulated c-peptide production can be seen 

one week after transplantation into NSG mice and remained constant at the 6 

months (Fig. 5b). The long-term function of NID encapsulated grafts was 

similarly assessed. Mouse serum was collected following overnight fast and 

one hour after intraperitoneal glucose challenge and measured for human c-

peptide concentration. Glucose stimulated c-peptide secretion can be 

demonstrated in all mice and glucose stimulation index ranged from 2 to 7 

(Fig. 5c, d).  Explantation of NID devices containing hES-βC cells after 6 

months followed by immunostaining for human C-peptide shows islet-like 

clusters within the device (Fig. 5f). Collectively, these studies show that NIDs 

are capable of supporting the viability and function of hES-βC in vivo for at 

least 6 months.  
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Figure 1.5 | In vivo viability of function of hES-βC encapsulated in NID. a, 

representative bioluminescence image of NSG mice transplanted with NID 

encapsulated hESINS-GFP;AAVS1-LUC –βC between liver lobes at d0 and d30. b, 

human C-peptide concentration in mouse sera after 60 minutes IP glucose 

challenge of over-night fasted mice one week and six months post-

transplantation of NID encapsulated (NID) or untransplanted mice (CTRL). 

(n=4 per group) c, human C-peptide concentration in mouse sera after 60 

minutes IP glucose challenge of over-night fasted mice 6 months post-

transplantation of NID encapsulated or naked hESINS-GFP;AAVS1-LUC-βCs. (n=4 per 

group) d, glucose stimulation index (GSI) of NID encapsulated or naked hESINS-

GFP;AAVS1-LUC-βCs (CTRL) 6 months post-transplantation. (n=4 per group). 

*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. e, representative bioluminescence image of 

NSG mice transplanted with NID encapsulated hESINS-GFP;AAVS1-LUC-βCs after 6 

months. f, representative immunofluorescence staining of NID encapsulated 
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hESINS-GFP;AAVS1-LUC-βCs for human C-peptide (C-PEP) 6 months post 

transplantation. Nuclei are visualized by DAPI staining.  

 

In vivo evaluation of immunoisolation by NID encapsulation 

Since T cells are the principal drivers of alloimmune rejection of grafts, 

immunoprotective cell encapsulation devices must be able to prevent their 

activation. To maximally assess the immunoisolation capability of NIDs in vivo, 

we measured activation of antigen specific T cells in response to mice 

challenged with ovalbumin (OVA) expressing B16 cells encapsulated in NIDs. 

OVA-specific CD8+ T cells were collected from lymph nodes of OT-1 T cell 

receptor transgenic mice46, stained with VPD-450, and adoptively transferred 

into wild-type C57BL/6J mice. The mice then received an intraperitoneal 

challenge of 2 × 107 free or NID encapsulated OVA-expressing B16 melanoma 

cells. Six days following challenge, draining lymph nodes and spleen were 

harvested and analyzed for the proliferation of OT1 OVA specific T cells (Fig. 

6a).  Flow cytometric analysis revealed loss of VPD-450 dye in mice with an 

unprotected B16-OVA challenge transplant, indicating extensive proliferation 

of OT1 cells; however, proliferation of OT1 T cells was minimal in mice that 

have been challenged with encapsulated B16-OVA cells (Fig. 6b). Animals 

transplanted with encapsulated B16-OVA cells had significantly reduced OVA-

specific T cell proliferation in both the spleen and draining lymph nodes (Fig. 

6c, d). Moreover, there was no significant difference between the median 
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fluorescent intensity of OVA-specific T cell populations in animals that 

received NID encapsulated B16-OVA cells when compared to animals that did 

not receive any B16-OVA cells (Fig. 6e, f). These results definitively 

demonstrate absence of allogeneic antigen specific T cell priming in hosts that 

received encapsulated cell transplants. 

 

 

Figure 1.6 | In vivo evaluation of immune-isolation by NID encapsulation. 

a-f, Wild-type C57BL/6J mice were adoptively transferred with 4 × 106 OT1 

expressing CD8+ T cells. The following day mice received transplants of either 

NID encapsulated or naked B16-OVA cells in the peritoneum. Spleen and 

draining lymph node were harvested 6 days later for analysis. a, schematic 

outlining the experimental approach. b, representative cell proliferation dye 
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dilution graphs of GFP+/CD8+ T cells isolated from the spleen and lymph nodes 

of control mice (CTRL) or naked (IP) or NID encapsulated (DEV) B16-OVA 

cells. (n=3 per group) c, quantification of proliferating antigen-specific T cells 

isolated from spleens of mice from CTRL, IP, and DEV conditions. (n=3 per 

group) d, quantification of proliferating antigen-specific T cells isolated from 

draining lymph nodes of mice from CTRL, IP, and DEV conditions. (n=3 per 

group) e, median fluorescence intensity measurement of GFP+/CD8+ T cells 

isolated from spleens of mice from CTRL, IP, and DEV conditions. (n=3) f, 

median fluorescence intensity measurement of GFP+/CD8+ T cells isolated 

from draining lymph nodes of mice from CTRL, IP, and DEV conditions. (n=3 

per group). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. 

 

E. DISCUSSION 

Stem cell replacement therapy has the potential to fundamentally 

change the way we treat and manage diabetes by achieving insulin 

independence in patients. Significant progress has been made in developing 

human stem cell derived insulin producing cells7–14, but ultimately stem cell 

products benefit from integration with device strategies in order to overcome 

translational challenges in cell delivery, engraftment, immunoprotection, and 

safety17. Although there have been several encouraging reports of 

encapsulation strategies achieving glucose correction in animal models, we 
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still have much to learn about the engineering specifications necessary for 

successful cell engraftment and immunoprotection.  

 

In this report, we systematically evaluate a bilaminar synthetic polymer 

nanoporous immunoprotective cell encapsulation device (NID) for its ability to 

immunoprotect, and sustain the function and viability of human stem cell 

derived beta cells both in vitro and in vivo. The use of stem cell derived beta 

cell products in this study mitigates existing islet donor shortages, and 

potentially enables more diabetic patients to receive cell replacement therapy. 

Macro-encapsulation devices offer distinct translational advantages of 

teratoma confinement and retrievability compared to micro-encapsulation 

alternatives. Microencapsulation approaches using sodium alginate typically 

experience thick fibrous capsule formation, while macro-encapsulation NIDs in 

our study show robust neovascularization with minimal foreign body response 

after long term implantation. Immunoisolation studies demonstrate NIDs can 

robustly prevent antigen specific T cell priming. Most importantly, six-month 

animal studies demonstrate that hSC-βC in NID are both glucose responsive 

and viable with a GSI index that exceeds the minimum standard for islet 

transplantation currently performed clinically. A better understanding of the 

parameters necessary for efficient engraftment and immunoprotection of cells 

in encapsulation devices will greatly improve the chances of successfully 

bringing beta-cell replacement therapies into the clinic. 
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Fig. S1.1, Cytokine diffusion across immunoprotective barrier after 

splenocyte-islet transwell culture. a, Luminex quantification of mouse-

proinflammatory cytokine diffusion rate across 20 nm pore size PCL films and 

8 μm pore size PTFE films from the basolateral activated splenocyte containing 

compartment into the apical islet compartment.  

 

 

Fig. S1.2, Evaluation of GFP fluorescence intensity of encapsulated human 

stem cell derived beta cell clusters (hES-βC) containing GFP reporter 

driven under the endogenous insulin promoter. a, GFP fluorescence was 

measured by in vivo imaging system (Caliper) from device encapsulated with 

hES-βC, devices without any cells, and no device background control. (n=4) 
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Fig. S1.3, Characterization of protein adsorption on material surfaces. a, 

Quantification of protein mass adsorbed onto 1.5 cm diameter PTFE, PCL, or 

tissue culture plastic (TCP) material surfaces following 24 hours of incubation 

in fetal bovine serum. (n=14) 

 

 

Fig. S1.4, Assessment of biocompatibility following subcutaneous 

implantation. a, H&E staining of polypropelene films implanted 

subcutaneously into immunocompetent C57BL/6J mice for 2 weeks. b, H&E 
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staining of polycaprolactone thin films implanted subcutaneously into 

immunocompetent C57BL/6J mice for 4 months. 

 

 

Fig. S1.5, Generation of hESINS-GFP;AAVS1-LUC cell line. a. Schematic illustrating 

the targeting strategy employed. b. gDNA PCR analysis with primers specific 

for the wild type (WT, black arrows) AAVS1 DNA sequence and site specific 

integrated Puro-T2A-Luc donor plasmid (Puro, black and red arrows). WT 

control is gDNA from hESINS-GFP cells, no template control is neg. Blue and pink 

stars indicate heterogeneous (#1) and homologous clones (#2, and #3), 

respectively. 
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Fig. S1.6, Assessment of optimal transplant site for NID encapsulated hES-

βC. a, representative image of NID transplanted in the omentum(Omen.), 

liver(LVR), subcutaneous space (SC). b, propidium iodine staining of retrieved 

cells from NID following 1 week transplantation. (n=3) 
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II. Macroporous synthetic 3D polymer scaffolds for cell 

therapy in type 1 diabetes 

A. ABSTRACT 

Islet transplantation is a clinically proven therapy for diabetics to 

achieve insulin independence. However, current transplantation sites are 

either difficult to access or suboptimal in supporting the survival and function 

of transplanted islets. In this study, we demonstrate the use of a novel 

synthetic polymer matrix to remodel the microenvironment of the islet graft 

site in order to improve the success rate of islet transplantation procedures. 

Through in vitro studies, we characterize the maximal packing density of islets 

within the scaffolds as well as glucose stimulated insulin secretion from islets. 

In vivo studies suggest that transplantation of polymer scaffold loaded with 

islets improves the viability of islets and is able to revert diabetes in a 

syngeneic diabetic animal model. Finally, we demonstrate a few 

immunomodulatory strategies that can be combined with a scaffold material to 

overcome immune mediated graft rejection. 

  

B. INTRODUCTION 

Type 1 diabetes is a disease characterized by immune mediated 

destruction of insulin producing cells in the pancreas1. By the time that 

patients are diagnosed with the disease, a substantial amount of beta-cell mass 
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is loss, resulting in insulin insufficiency2. Chronic hyperglycemia leads to a long 

list of comorbidities including diabetic nephropathy, diabetic retinopathy, 

peripheral nerve disease, and other vasculopathies3. Currently, patients 

remain dependent on insulin for the rest of their lives through regular 

injections of long and short acting insulin daily2. Islet transplantation is the 

only proven option for patients to demonstrate long term insulin 

independence4. However, islet transplantation procedures have diminished 

over the years due to donor shortage and the necessity of chronic systemic 

immune suppression5. Several groups have shown promising results in 

providing immune protection of donor cells from the recipient immune system 

in animal models6–9. There is a particular interest in the exploration and 

engineering of islet transplant sites to improve islet viability and surgical 

accessibility10–13. In this study, we propose an alternative strategy to deliver 

islet replacement therapy by utilizing a highly tunable synthetic polymer 

scaffold to remodel the microenvironment of the islet transplant site. 

 

 Our goal is to fabricate a scaffold in which islet cell clusters may be 

spatially dispersed throughout the volume to prevent over aggregation that 

could exacerbate core necrosis, then ultimately lead to cell death and graft 

failure. To achieve this, we have designed a microporous scaffold made up of a 

synthetic polycaprolactone polymer material with pore sizes ranging from 150 

to 250 micrometers. The size range of pore size was fabricated to allow for 
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efficient infiltration and containment of islets which have an average diameter 

of 150 micrometers. Templated microwells measuring 500 micrometers were 

introduced onto the loading surface of the polymer scaffolds to improve the 

distribution of the seeded cells. The final matrix scaffold is porous and flexible 

and can be cut to customized shapes to adhere to the desired transplant site 

and environment. 

  

 In this study, we demonstrate the ability of a polymer scaffold to 

improve the microenvironmental niche necessary for adequate islet cell 

survival and function. Through a series of in vitro and in vivo experiments, we 

have shown that islet cells packed within the scaffold preserve their insulin 

secretion kinetics in response to glucose challenge. Moreover, islet-scaffold 

constructs transplanted into syngeneic diabetic mice were successful in 

lowering blood glucose. In summary, these studies provide promising evidence 

to support the further development of synthetic scaffolds for the delivery of 

cells in cell replacement therapy for diabetes. 

  

C. METHODS 

Laser Etched Acrylic Mold 

A honeycomb tiled template composed of 500 micrometer circles spaced 50 

micrometers apart was illustrated in adobe’s illustrator software. The 
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illustration was imported into ULS Laser Cutter system at the UCSF Center for 

Advanced Technology to produced etched patterns in acrylic slabs measuring. 

The acrylic mold is approximately 4x2 inches with honeycomb pattern of 500 

micrometer wells neatly patterned across the surface. The final acrylic slab 

was cleaned by sonicating in a beaker filled with deionized water and 

isopropryl alcohol (10% v/v). 

  

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) Negative Template Mold 

Polydimethylsiloxane (Sylgard 184) was cast onto the laser etched acrylic 

mold. PDMS was crosslinked by adding 10% initiator solution and baked in 

50C vacuum pressured oven overnight. The PDMS was then peeled from the 

acrylic mold to yield the final negative template mold. 

  

 

3D polymer scaffold fabrication 

3D polymer scaffolds were fabricated using polycaprolactone combined with a 

salt leaching method. Briefly, 80kDa polycaprolactone and 2kDa polyethylene 

glycol was dissolved in trifluoroethanol at a concentration of 100 mg/mL. The 

mixture polymer solution was sonicated for 30 minutes using a water bath 

sonicator to achieve a homogeneous solution. Salt was added to the polymer 

solution at 10g/mL and agitated to form a slurry. The polymer-salt slurry was 

then cast onto the PDMS negative template mold and allowed to dry in a 
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chemical hood overnight. The final polymer-salt-PDMS construct was 

submerged in a beaker filled with deionized water to allow the salt to leach out 

of the scaffold. The final polymer scaffold is then peeled off of the PDMS. 

 

Glucose Stimulated Insulin Secretion 

An automated perifusion (Biorep) was used to measure the insulin secretion 

kinetics of islets in response exposure to varying glucose concentration 

buffers. Free islets were loaded into the bioreactor chambers by first packing 

polyacrylamide beads into the chambers before depositing 100 islet clusters. 

Scaffolds were cut to fit the diameter of the bioreactor and pre-loaded with 

100 islets before being inserted into the bioreactor chamber. The flow rate of 

the perifusion system was set to 100uL/min and perfusates from each 

bioreactor chamber was collected every 150 seconds in a 96 well plate. Finally, 

insulin concentrations from the perfusate were quantified using a commercial 

ELISA kit (Mercodia).  

 

Surface Protein Conjugation 

Fabricate a trilayer PCL film. Spin coat each layer at 500 rpm for 45s. Bottom 

layer: 10 mg/mL of PMPI – PCL in TFE. Add about 0.5 mL of mixture onto 

wafer. After spin coating, layer dries in under 1 minute. Middle layer: 100 

mg/mL of PCL in TFE. Add about 2 mL of mixture onto wafer. After spin 

coating, layer dries in about 5 minutes. Top layer: 10 mg/mL of PMPI – PCL in 
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TFE. Add about 2 mL of mixture onto wafer. After spin coating, layer dries in 2-

3 minutes.  

 Use Traut’s reagent to thiol-activate EGFP. Prepare a stock solution of pH 8.0 

PBS by adjusting pH 7 PBS by adding NaOH drop by drop. Add 3 mM EDTA. 

Dilute stock EGFP solution in pH 8.0 PBS, 3 mM EDTA buffer. Add Traut’s 

reagent (diluted to 14 mM in water or PBS) so that [Traut’s reagent] = 10 [GFP] 

(concentrations). Set for 1 hour at RT, keep covered. While reaction tube is 

incubating, equilibrate a desalting column using the pH 8.0 PBS, 3 mM EDTA 

buffer. Run reaction mixture through desalting column.  Leave both maleimide-

doped and control films overnight, adding 500 uL of the eGFP solutions. Keep 

covered and at RT on a shaker.  

 

Quantification of Conjugated Protein 

Measure fluorescence of films once taken out of solution using excitation 485 

nm, emission 515 nm. Using a standard curve of serial dilution of eGFP, the 

mass can be calculated. 

 

Desorption of Surface Protein 

Protein adsorbed material was immersed in 1% SDS for 2 hours on a shaker at 

room temperature. Measurement of fluorescent protein on films was 
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performed using a fluorimeter. Films were sonicated in 1% SDS for 5 minutes 

twice. Quantification of protein mass on surface was performed using a BCA 

assay on both desorption buffer fractions as well as directly on the film.  

 

Cell Culture 

Isolation of mouse islets was performed as 

described<sup>14</sup><sup>14</sup><sup>13</sup><sup>12</sup><sup>10</sup><sup>9</sup><sup>7

</sup><sup>6</sup><sup>5</sup><sup>4</sup><sup>4</sup><sup>3</sup><sup>2</sup><sup>2</sup>. 

Islets and MIN6 cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 

10%(v/v) fetal bovine serum. Undifferentiated Mel1INS-GFP  cells15 were 

maintained on mouse embryo fibroblast feeder layers (Milli- pore) in hESC 

media as described16. Suspension- based direct differentiations to generate 

hES-βC were carried out as described17 with improvements to the last stage 

based on published reports18,19.   

 

Gene targeting of Mel1INS-GFP cells 

To generate a cell line that expresses a constitutive firefly luciferase gene we 

employed recently published gene targeting approach of the insulated human 

AAVS1 loci employing TALENs. Briefly, we amplified a 6332 bp DNA piece 

containing all bacterial components, both homologies to the human AAVS1 

loci, as well as the puromycin resistance gene from the Puro-Cas9 donor 
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plasmid (Addgene #58409) and cloned a fragment consisting of a peptide 

cleavage site T2A, followed by the firefly luciferase gene and a poly A sequence 

in, to re-circulate the DNA piece. The resulting plasmid, termed Puro-T2A-Luc 

donor, was sequence verified by sanger sequencing. Confluent Mel1INS-GFP were 

dissociated to single cells and approximately 8,0x106 cells were mixed with 

5ug of each of the TALEN plasmids and 20ug of the Puro-T2A-Luc donor in a 

0,4cm gap electro-cuvette (Biorad). Cells were electroporated using a 

GenePulser (Biorad) using an exponential decay with 250V and 500uF settings. 

Targeted cells were plated on DR4 resistant MEFs and clones were selected 

with 0.5ug/ml Puromycin for 4 days. After 11-12 days, individual clones were 

manually picked and expanded before freeze down and genomic DNA analysis. 

gDNA was analyzed with primers for WT and correct Puro integration. 

WT/Puro Forward: CCG GAA CTC TGC CCT CTA AC, WT Reverse: AGA TGG CTC 

CAG GAA ATG GG, Puro Reverse: GTG GGC TTG TAC TCG GTC AT. Mel1INS-

GFP,AAVS1-Luc line #3 was used for direct differentiation experiments. 

 

Mice 

NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ mice (NSG) and C57BL/6J mice were 

obtained from Jackson Laboratories. Mice used in this study were maintained 

according to protocols approved by the University of California, San Francisco 

Committee on Laboratory Animal Resource Center. For kidney capsule grafts, 

approximately 2.0 × 106 hESC-differentiated cells in clusters were transplanted 
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as described20. For subcutaneous grafts, approximately 2.0 × 106 hESC-

differentiated cell sin clusters were transplanted on the left dorsal aspect of 

the animal. For epidydimal fat pad grafts with and without scaffolds, a small 

incision was made to access the epidydimal fat pad and approximately 200 

islet clusters were inserted before suturing up the animal. 

 

In vivo Bioluminescence Imaging 

Survival of cells in vivo was assessed by monitoring luciferase activity using a 

Xenogene IVIS 200 imaging system (PerkinElmer). The animals transplanted 

with hSC-βC cells were injected IP with D-luciferin solution (Goldbio, St. 

Louis,MO) at the dose of 150 mg/kg 5 min before imaging to capture the peak 

in bioluminescent intensity. The mice were anesthetized with an isoflurane 

mixture (2% in 98% O2) and imaged by using a Xenogen IVIS 200 imaging 

system. Bioluminescence images were acquired for 3 min and then analyzed 

using the Living Image analysis software (Xenogen, Alameda, CA). Regions of 

interest (ROI) were centered over the bioluminescence regions. Photons were 

counted within the ROI over the acquisition time. Adherence to the same 

imaging protocol ensured consistent signal detection on different days of in 

vivo imaging. 
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D. RESULTS 

Fabrication of templated 3D polymer scaffold 

 

We designed a 3D polymer scaffold to facilitate the transplantation of islets in 

a manner that permits optimal packing of islets with better spatial distribution. 

The scaffolds have been designed with stochastic macroporous structures that 

serve the function of allowing islets to embed within as well as the ingrowth of 

blood vessels to vascularize the islets.  By transplanting islets seeded on an 

organized matrix scaffold instead of direct delivery free islets, we hypothesize 

that we are able to achieve a more functional graft capable of reversing 

diabetes. 

 

In order to produce a scaffold that better distributes seeded islets spatially 

with minimal aggregation, we fabricated precise microwell structures onto one 

surface of the polymer scaffold. Microwells measuring 500 microns in 

diameter were first etched into an acrylic mold using a laser cutter (Fig 2-1a). 

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was then cast on to the templated acrylic and 

crosslinked to produce a negative mold consisting of 500 micron posts (Fig 2-

1b).  Polycaprolactone and polyethylene glycol was dissolved in 

trifluoroethanol combined with potassium chloride salt crystals to form the 

polymer – porogen slurry (Fig 2-2). Salt particles measuring between 150 to 

250 microns were selected to match the approximate size of isolated mouse 

islets. The slurry was mixed thoroughly by agitation before cast onto the PDMS 
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negative mold and allowed to dry overnight. Finally, porogens were leached 

out of the polymer scaffold using deionized water (Fig 2-3). The final polymer 

scaffold is approximately 1mm thick consisting of 500 micron wells with 

interconnected pores measuring 150 to 250 microns.  

  

Figure 2.1 Template Fabrication for polymer scaffold. a, templated acrylic 

mold consisting of 500 micron wells with 50 micron spacing textured in a 

honeycomb pattern following laser cutting. b, templated PDMS negative mold 

consisting of 500 micron posts with 50 micron spacing textured in honeycomb 

pattern. 

A B 
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Figure 2.2 – Fabrication scheme for polymer – porogen slurry. 

Polycaprolactone and polyethyelene glycol are dissolved in trifluoroethanol in 

a 70C water bath overnight. Sodium chloride particles were then introduced to 

the homogenous polymer mixture to yield a supersaturated polymer-porogen 

slurry. The slurry was agitated to mix thoroughly before casting onto 

templated silicon PDMS substrate and allowed to dry overnight. Porogen 

leaching was performed in deionized water for 5 days to fully remove the salt. 
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Figure 2.3 – polycaprolactone scaffold for cell seeding. a, gross image of 

polymer scaffold cut to a circular wafer. b, gross image of polymer scaffold 

showing flexibility of material. c, scaffold image showing highly porous 

architecture within the matrix. d, scanning electron micrograph of pores 

within the polymer scaffold. e, scanning electron microscopy image of cross 

section of polymer scaffold showing thickness and pores within matrix. 

 

Cell loading capacity and viability within polymer scaffold 

One of the key considerations for an optimal scaffold for islet transplantation is 

the ability the load or pack sufficient islets into the matrix. Packing density 

needs to be controlled such that the islets do not over-aggregate to cause core 

necrosis yet can be sufficiently condensed so that enough islets can be loaded 
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in a reasonable surface area to achieve a therapeutic effect. As an initial step to 

validate the ability of PCL macroporous scaffolds to retain islets, we seeding 

single MIN6 cells onto the collagen, laminin, or collagen and laminin coated 

scaffolds at increasingly seeding densities. The cell-scaffold constructs were 

cultured overnight in complete cell culture medium before being transferred 

into new polystyrene wells and quantified for the amount of cell retaining. Our 

experiment results show that we can consistently retain approximately 60% of 

the seeded cells regardless of initial seeding density or surface protein coating 

(Fig 2.4a). These results indicate that we can sufficient pack the scaffolds with 

enough beta cells to reach a therapeutic effect in vivo. However, seeding of 

single cells may not fully recapitulate the effect of loading islets or beta-like 

stem cell clusters within the scaffold.  
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Figure 2.4 - Characterization of scaffold retention of single beta cells and 

islet clusters. a, MIN6 cells loaded onto scaffolds measuring 0.36 cm2 in area 

and 1mm in thickness at 2.5 x 105, 5 x 105, and 106 cells per scaffold. Scaffolds 

were also coated with either collagen, laminin, or collagen and laminin. Percent 

retention was measured by fraction of cells retained on scaffold after being 

transferred into a new well. (n=6 per group) b, representative fluorescent 

confocal microscopy of 100 MIP-Luc islet clusters loaded within PCL scaffolds. 

c, mean fluorescent intensity (y-axis) as measured throughout the thickness of 

the entire scaffold (x-axis). 

 

A 
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We proceeded to loading the scaffolds with islets engineered with a 

luciferase reporter driven by the mouse insulin promoter. In this experiment, 

scaffolds with loaded with 100 islets and imaged by confocal microscopy. Our 

results indicate that islets do indeed infiltrate throughout the fully thickness of 

the scaffold as opposed to being merely seeding on the top surface (Fig. 2.4 a, 

b,c). We hypothesize that the packing density of each scaffold can exceed the 

100 islets we loaded. Packing efficiency is expected to fall as attempt to 

increase the packing density within the scaffold. To further investigate and 

characterize the maximum loading capacity of each scaffold, we seeded PLGA 

microparticles measuring 150 micrometer in diameter, similar to the average 

size of islets. Confocal microscopy of microparticle loaded scaffolds show 

infiltration throughout the z-axis or thickness of the matrix (Fig 2.5a). 

Moreoever, consistent with our hypothesis, the loading efficiency drops 

precipitously as we increase the loading density (Fig 2.5b,c). We show that the 

loading capacity is maximized at approximately 300 islet clusters for the 1mm 

thick scaffold, and slightly higher at 350 islet clusters for the 1.5mm thick 

scaffold (Fig 2.5b). With each attempt to load 50 additional cluster into the 

scaffold, loading efficiency also drops. A significant drop was observed when 

attempting to load up to 250 clusters and 350 clusters into the 1mm scaffolds 

respectively (Fig 2.5c).   
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Figure 2.5 – Characterization of loading efficiency and capacity of PCL 

scaffolds. a, brightfield image of PLGA microsphere loaded into PCL scaffolds. 

b, z-stack composite image of fluorescence confocal microscopy of GFP labeled 

150 micrometer PLGA microspheres loaded within scaffold. b, plot of intended 

microsphere count loaded (x-axis) and microsphere count retained on scaffold 

(y-axis) for scaffolds measuring 1mm and 1.5 mm in thickness respective. c, 

plot of retention efficiency of scaffolds with each successive attempt to load 50 

additional microspheres. (n=4 per group) 
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Characterization of viability and function of cells loaded PCL scaffolds 

The ability load scaffolds with single cells or clusters may not directly translate 

into cell viability and function within the new matrix environment. To 

investigate the viability of single cells in scaffold, we seeded mCherry – MIN6 

cells onto PCL scaffolds or tissue culture treated plastic at 20,000 cells per 

0.36cm2 area. Fluorescent intensity of mCherry cells were measured daily and 

we observed elevated cell proliferation on the PCL scaffolds (Fig 2.6a). PCL 

scaffolds through its 3D architecture may have significantly increased the 

surface area for Min6 cell adhesion compared to flat 2D tissue culture surfaces. 

We further assessed the function of mature primary mouse islets loaded in 

scaffolds coated with collagen, laminin, or blank. We loaded 50 islets in each 

scaffold or control and utilized an automated islet perifusion system to flow 

low and high glucose concentration buffer continuously through scaffolds a 

precise flow rates. Perfusate was collected every 2.5 minutes for each sample. 

Our experimental results suggest that uncoated scaffolds and collagen coated 

scaffolds performed non-inferiorly when compared to free islets. More 

specifically, there was no delay in insulin secretion kinetics when islets were 

transitioned in between different glucose concentration buffers (Fig. 2.6b). 

Although it is worth noting that islets seeded on scaffolds did not produce an 

expected biphasic insulin secretion response when stimulated under high 

glucose media as seen in the free islet controls (Fig 2.6b). Nevertheless, the 
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results of this study confirmed that glucose and insulin diffusion kinetics were 

uninhibited by the scaffold material when compared to free islets.  
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Figure 2.6 – Characterization of viability and insulin secretion function in 

cell and islet loaded scaffolds. a, fluorescent intensity measured from 

mCherry expressing Min6 cells loaded on tissue culture plastic or PCL scaffold. 

(n=4 per group) b, Insulin secretion kinetics in response to low (2mM), high 

(20mM), and low (2mM) glucose perifusion challenge for free islets, and islets 

seeded on uncoated, collagen coated, and laminin coated PCL scaffolds. (n=3 

per group) 

 

Characterization of scaffold in vivo transplants and reversal of diabetes 

Although scaffolds loaded with islets have been demonstrated favorable 

loading capacity and glucose stimulated insulin secretion kinetics, the 

translation to in vivo therapeutic response is still unclear. With an islet-

scaffold construct, we seek to access a transplantation site in a minimally 

invasive manner such as the subcutaneous space or epidydimal fatpad that 

A B 
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may have been unfavorable for free islets to survive and function. To further 

elucidate the therapeutic potential of our islet-scaffold construct and 

demonstrate that it may be superior to loading free islets, we performed in 

vivo transplants. First, stem cell derived beta-like cell clusters consisting of 

pancreatic progenitors and mature-beta like cells were pre-seeded onto 

scaffolds and transplanted into the subcutaneous space in NSG mice (Fig 2.7 a-

d). The results show that cells infiltrated throughout the entire volume of the 

scaffolds and luciferase reporter indicate viable cells both in vitro and in vivo 

on day of transplant and also 30 days post-transplant. Luciferase based in vivo 

images suggests that viability signal is stable throughout the course of 30 days 

which compares favorably to historical free islet only controls transplanted 

subcutaneously or in the kidney capsule where the bioluminescence intensity 

is reduced by more than 95%, and 80% respectively by day 20 (Fig 2.7 e,f). 

These results are promising evidence that islet cells seeded onto PCL scaffolds 

may offer the cells improved survival benefit when transplanted 

subcutaneously. To assess whether this improvement in cell survival translates 

into added therapeutic efficacy, we transplanted mature mouse islets isolated 

from wildtype C57B6/J mice into the epidydimal fat pads of syngeneic diabetic 

mice. Our experimental results indicate that islets transplanted with or 

without scaffolds were both able to reverse diabetes within 3 days of 

transplantation measured by blood glucose under 250 mg/dL. However, in 

animals with islets transplanted without scaffolds, blood glucose rose after a 
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week and failed to continue to control blood glucose levels. This can be 

explained by the possibility that substantial beta cell mass has been lost due to 

cell death following one week of transplantation. In contrast, diabetic mice that 

received islets in scaffold transplants continued to have controlled blood 

glucose levels under 250 mg/dL up to 30 days after transplantation (Fig 2.7g). 

We show in this series of studies that PCL scaffolds may convert previously 

unfavorable transplant sites into more advantageous microenvironments that 

offer improved cell survival and therapeutic efficacy in controlling elevated 

blood glucose. 
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Figure 2.7 – In vivo efficacy of stem cell derived beta cell clusters and 

mature mouse islets seeded on scaffolds. a, schematic illustration of 

differentiation schedule of stem cell derived beta cells and stage at which cells 

were loaded into scaffolds. b, bioluminescent imaging showing loaded stem 

cells are viable within scaffolds. c, fluorescent microscopy of stem cells 

transduced with GFP reporter driven off insulin promotor within scaffolds. d, 

In vivo luciferase bioluminescent image of stem-cell scaffold construct on day 

0 and 30 after subcutaneous transplant into NSG mice. e, Bioluminescent 

image of stem cells transplanted without scaffolds in the subcutaneous space 

and in the kidney capsule of NSG mice on day 0 and 7 following 

transplantation. f, quantification bioluminescent intensity of subcutaneous and 

kidney capsule transplants up to day 20. g, glucose levels of STZ induced 

diabetic B6 mice that received epidydimal transplants with syngeneic islets 

with or without scaffolds. (n=3 per group) 

 

 

Immunomodulatory materials to deliver local immune suppression 

 

The macroporous design of the PCL scaffold provides the benefit of 

uninhibited insulin secretion and infiltration of blood vessels to support 

engrafted cells. However, it does not address the issue of graft rejection by the 

host immune response. In Chapter 1, we illustrated an immunoprotective 

approach to thwart immune mediated rejection. Here, we describe another 

approach that entails reprogramming the local immune environment through 
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the release of drugs to inhibit immune response locally. Rapamycin is an mTOR 

inhibitor that inhibits T cell proliferation and function. As a hydrophobic small 

molecule drug, it can be fully intercalated within the polymer matrix of 

polycaprolactone and dissolved within organic solvents. We demonstrate 

controlled continuous release of rapamycin intercalated into a bulk PCL ring 

(Fig 2.8a). In addition, antibodies may be conjugated onto the surface of 

polycaprolactone scaffolds using NHSS-EDC chemistry (Fig 2.8b). Neutralizing 

antibodies against specific proinflammatory cytokines such as interferon-

gamma or tumor necrosis factor – alpha may be immobilized onto the scaffold 

surface. This provides a plausible alternative to complete immune-isolation by 

reprogramming the local immune environment through local immune 

suppression. By combining immunomodulatory techniques with the highly 

favorable local microenvironment provided by scaffolds for cell transplants, 

we strive to achieve a therapeutically practical product for clinical use. 
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Figure 2.8 Local release of Rapamycin from nonporous PCL ring. a, 

Rapamycin mixed within a polymer matrix is released in a controlled and 

continuous fashion over the course of a month. Plot shows two sets of samples. 

(n=2 per group). b, quantification of mass from anti-mouse IgG conjugated 

onto polycaprolactone surfaces using NHSS-EDC chemistry. 

 

E. DISCUSSION 

In this study, we demonstrate fabrication of novel polymer scaffold with highly 

controlled templated construct for the application of supporting seeded cells in 

cell replacement therapy for diabetes. We produced a highly porous and 

flexible polymer scaffold matrix designed specifically for the infiltration and 

retention of pancreatic islets. Our studies demonstrate that islets can be 

reliably packed within scaffolds at high packing densities that extend 

throughout the thickness of the material. Cell viability and functional studies 

suggest that the material is compatible with cell viability and the key function 

of glucose stimulated insulin secretion by islets is not negatively impacted by 

the scaffold. In our animal studies, we show promising evidence that PCL 

scaffolds promote cell viability in transplant sites that may be naturally 

suboptimal. Both stem cell derived beta-cell clusters and primary mouse islets 

can be packed within a scaffold and transplanted into mouse recipients. 

Transplanted cells are not only viable but also function as they show 

therapeutic efficacy in correcting high glucose in diabetic animal models. 
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Finally, we illustrate the ability to elute immune suppressive drugs from the 

matrix with the goal of achieving local immune modulation to prevent graft 

rejection by the host immune system. 

 

Future studies may involve combining multiple drug delivery strategies within 

this polymer scaffold to achieve robust immune modulation in vivo. For 

example, the neutralizing of proinflammatory cytokines, the enrichment of 

regulatory T cells, and the inactivation of primed effector T cells at the site of 

scaffold graft are all interesting strategies. The successful engineering of an 

immunomodulatory scaffold may provide the most direct path forward for 

stem cell replacement therapy for near term clinical application in diabetes. 
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III. Immuno-engineered oncolytic virus inspired nanoparticle 

tumor vaccines 

A. ABSTRACT 

Immunotherapy has garnished much attention recently brought on by the 

compelling clinical efficacy we are seeing in advanced melanoma patients 

treated with checkpoint inhibitors such as ipilimumab and nivolumab 

targeting CTLA-4 and PD-1. Since the FDA’s initial approval of these drugs for 

melanoma, checkpoint inhibitor immunotherapy has been subsequently 

approved for other types of cancer including non small cell lung carcinoma and 

renal cell carcinoma. Scientists in the field of immunotherapy have also 

achieved success in cellular therapeutics using chimeric antigen receptor 

engineered T cells (CAR-Ts) that target CD19 to treat acute lymphocytic 

leukemia. A recent phase 3 clinical trial demonstrating improved durable 

response rate for patients with advanced melanoma treated with a modified 

herpes simplex virus type 1(HSV-1) encoding GM-CSF led to the approval of 
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talimogene laherparepvec (T-VEC; Amgen) by the FDA1. The proliferation of 

immunotherapy approaches has provided us essential arsenal in our battle 

against cancer. Although these approaches have proven to demonstrate 

miraculous efficacy for a subset of patients, we strive to achieve more 

widespread benefit for more of our patients. Furthermore, the manufacturing 

cost and toxicities associated with some of these immunotherapy approaches 

are significant barriers that need to be overcome in order for us to deliver 

safer and more potent immunotherapies to more cancer patients in need. Our 

goal is to provide a cancer immunotherapy using immune stimulating 

nanoparticles that can be used to treat more widespread types of primary 

tumors and distance metastases with lower systemic toxicities at significantly 

lower cost for manufacturing, storage and delivery. In this study, we 

demonstrate a cocktail of immune adjuvants and tumor antigen co-

encapsulated within a polymeric nanoparticle can effectively inhibit tumor 

growth in a syngeneic melanoma tumor model. 

 

B. INTRODUCTION 

Oncolytic viruses promote anti-tumor responses through direct tumor lysis 

and induction of systemic anti-tumor immunity. A recent phase 3 clinical trial 

demonstrating improved durable response rate for patients with advanced 

melanoma treated with a modified herpes simplex virus type 1(HSV-1) 
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encoding GM-CSF led to the approval of talimogene laherparepvec (T-VEC; 

Amgen) by the FDA1.  

 

The release of tumor associated antigens, local cytokines, cellular danger-

associated molecular pattern signals (DAMPS), and pathogen-associated 

molecular patterns (PAMP)s, promotes the maturation of antigen-presenting 

cells (APCs) and subsequent activation of antigen-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cell 

responses that mediate tumor regression at distance sites2. Systemic anti-

tumor immune response induced by oncolytic viruses remains poorly 

understood but is thought to be related to viral components that elicit danger 

signals through the engagement of PAMPs with pattern recognition receptors 

(PRRs). PAMPs may include elements of viral capsids, DNA, RNA, and viral 

protein products that bind to Toll-like-receptors (TLRs), cytosolic nucleotide 

sensor stimulator of IFN genes (STING), or retinoic acid inducible gene 1 (RIG-

1)  to induce downstream activation of the JAK-STAT pathway to trigger local 

IFN release2. Type 1 IFNs stimulate antigen presenting cells (APCs), CD8+ T 

cells and NK cells to orchestrate innate and adaptive anti-tumor immunity3.  

 

We aim to dissect the role of TLR, STING, and RIG-1 ligands as immune 

adjuvants in promoting systemic anti-tumor responses following local 

intratumoral injection. By locally delivering poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) 

(PLGA) nanoparticles encapsulating tumor associated antigens and key viral-
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related immune adjuvants, we hypothesize that we may further dissect 

mechanisms in inducing systemic anti-tumor immunity seen in oncolytic 

virotherapy and facilitate future rational design of immunotherapies to induce 

anti-tumor immunity. 

 

Cytosolic nucleotide sensor stimulator of IFN genes (STING) localizes to the 

endoplasmic reticulum and senses cyclic dinucleotides (CDNs) to induce 

potent type 1 IFN secretions. STING is expressed in T cells, macrophages and 

dendritic cells (DCs), and can be stimulated by DNA viruses and bacteria. It has 

been shown that endogenous STING pathway activation within the tumor 

microenvironment(TME) induces local T cell priming, mediates regression of 

both locally treated tumor and distant metastases, and establishes T cell 

memory4,5. The STING pathway is also responsible for radiation-induced and 

spontaneous natural antitumor responses as STING-deficient mice fail to 

generate robust anti-tumor T cell response against melanoma6,7. Interestingly, 

STING is required for the stimulation of T cell responses by checkpoint 

inhibitors8. Local controlled delivery of STING agonists to the TME may further 

potentiate anti-tumor immunity by improving activation and priming of DCs 

and T cells. 

 

TLR9 is activated by the binding of internalized dsDNA onligonucleotides that 

contain unmethylated CG dinucleotides (CpG ODN) 21 bases long9,10. TLR9 is 
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mainly expressed in plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs) and B cells11. TLR9 agonists 

activate pDCs to secrete type I IFN and upregulates CD80, CD86 costimulatory 

molecules, as well as trigger activation of NK cells and expansion of Th1 helper 

T cells and CTLs12,13. TLR9 agonists also promote maturation of B cells into 

plasma cells, thereby inducing a humoral immune response. Local tumor 

administration of CpG ODNs resulted in regression in distant tumors in murine 

cervical carcinoma models14. TLR9 agonists have also been shown to 

potentiate conventional anticancer therapies such as chemotherapy, radiation 

therapy and other immunotherapies15,16. As seen, TLR9 agonists uniquely 

orchestrate both innate and adaptive anti-tumor immune responses and may 

show synergistic therapeutic efficacy when used in combination with other 

immune adjuvants17. 

 

Binding of viral dsRNA and ATP in the cytoplasm to RIG-1 allows for 

association with adaptor protein IFN-beta promotor stimulator-1 (IPS-1) and 

subsequent production of type 1 IFN18,19. Melanoma differentiation-associated 

antigen 5 (MDA5) is highly homologous to RIG-1. Similarly, upon binding to 

dsRNA fragments, MDA5 initiates cytokine and type 1 IFN production through 

IPS-1 signaling20–22. This danger signaling pathway promotes anti-tumor 

immunity through activation of NK cells and CTLs and downregulation of 

Tregs23–26 . 
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Tumor associated antigens and immune adjuvants are often nucleic acids that 

are unstable and highly susceptible to degradation by nucleases and proteases. 

Encapsulation in particles protects the contents from rapid degradation and 

enables modulation of delivery kinetics. The kinetics of antigen presentation 

plays a major role in determining the strength, duration, and memory 

phenotype of induced immune responses. Dose-escalating antigen contact 

resulted in much stronger CD8+ T cell responses compared to single 

administration of antigen27. This supports design of a slow release particle 

delivery system achievable using PLGA nanoparticles rather than a rapid burst 

release system that is characteristic of liposomal nanoparticles28,29. Co-

encapsulating antigens and adjuvants in nanoparticles allows for more 

efficient uptake by phagocytic APCs and cross-presentation that promotes 

activation of anti-tumor CTLs and memory T cells30–34.  

 

C. METHODS 

PLGA nanoparticle fabrication 

 

First, make 10 mL stock solution of ethyl acetate and PLGA, 200mg/mL, place 

into cleaned scintillation vial.  Then make appropriate stock solution of peptide 

in water (not PBS), 10-100mg/ml. Next, make up 100mL 1g/100mL of Mowiol 

4-88 PVA in water (1%m/v). Pipette 1 mL of PLGA/ethyl acetate solution into 

15mL plastic conical tube then pipette 50ul of stock protein (or water, in 
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control solution) into vial, place in ice bath. Place 15mL conical inside 50mL 

plastic conical, where the 50mL conical is filled with ice. Power setting for 

particles is target 7-8 W, which translates to approximately 30 on amplitude 

setting. Lower the sonicator probe into the solution and hit for (5s on, 10s off) 

x5 on ice. Add 2 mL of 1% stock PVA solution. Sonicate again in probe 

sonicator for (5s on, 10s off) x5 on ice. Using serological pipette gun, transfer 

contents to clean beaker, stir gently with small stir. Dropwise add to top (18mL 

or so) 1% PVA solution. Stir for 2-3 hours in fume hood to let ethyl acetate 

evaporate, should only very faintly or not smell of ethyl acetate any longer. 

Place entire contents into large falcon tube, spin down at 500rpm (on big 

centrifuge) for 10 minutes to pellet out large population (~5um) particles. 

Discard or keep this pellet you wish, but pipette off supernatant into new 

centrifuge tube. Spin down at 2500rpm for 10 min (up to 15 min) to pellet 

second population, ~500nm particles. Remove supernatant, these are tiny 

particles and excess PVA. Resuspend in minimal DI water using squeeze bottle 

to agitate the pellet, as it will be difficult to disperse. Then top up volume to 

50mL with 1% PVA solution used above. If slightly higher yield is desired or 

pellet appears too small, take supernatant from 2500rpm centrifugation and 

run at 3500rpm for 10 minutes, supernatant from this centrifuge step should 

be completely discarded. Wash each centrifugation from each speed 

separately, 3x supernatant discarded each time. 2500 and 3500rpm can be 
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combined at this point. Then resuspend to 5mL in 1% PVA, ensure it is well 

dispersed.  

 

Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Nanoparticle PLGA were mounted on a flat SEM mount with colloidal graphite 

(Ted Pella). Samples were imaged by Carl Zeiss Ultra 55 Field Emission 

Scanning Electron Microscope using an in-lens secondary electron detector at 

San Francisco State University. 

 

Cell Culture 

T2 cell cultures with cultured in RPMI media overnight and coincubated with 

PLGA nanoparticles for 24 hours. 24 hours later, T2 cells were harvested from 

well, pelleted and then transferred into a coculture well containing Jurkat T 

cells expressing NY-ESO1 TCR transduced with a lentivirus. After overnight 

coculture of Jurkat and T2 cells, cells were harvested for analysis. Mouse 

B16F10 melanoma cells were cultured using RPMI media supplemented with 

10% fetal bovine serum. Before tumor inoculation, cells were harvested and 

washed twice with PBS before being loaded into syringes and injected 

subcutaneously into B6 mice at 105 cells per 100uL per mouse. 

 

Flow Cytometric Analysis 
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For flow-based analysis, cells were harvested from culture dishes and pelleted 

by centrifugation. Cells were washed in PBS and then immediately stained with 

directly conjugated antibodies. FITC-CD69 was purchased from Biolegend. 

Data analysis was performed with FlowJo software.  

 

 

Mice 

Female C57BL/6 mice aged 6-8 weeks were purchased from Jackson 

laboratories.  Each mice was labeled with ear tag and inoculated 

subcutaneously with 105 B16F10 cells resuspended in serum free PBS buffer. 

Mice were then treated with drug starting 3 days after tumor inoculation for 4 

doses separated 3 days apart. Drugs were delivered either intratumorally by 

injecting a total of 100uL of drug formula in 4 separate sites in the tumor. 

Intravenous injection was delivered through tail-vein by injecting a total of 

200uL of drug per dose. Tumor measurements were performed using a caliper 

twice a week until animals expired. 

 

D. RESULTS 

Fabrication of Nanoparticle cancer vaccines 

 

Tumor specific antigen gp100 and adjuvant cocktail consisting of STING, RIG-I, 

and TLR9 agonists are encapsulated within poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) 

copolymer is fabricated using a double emulsion method. PLGA is first 
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dissolved in ethylene diacetate and antigen/adjuvant is resuspended in 

nuclease free water. PLGA organic fraction is added to the aqueous 

antigen/adjuvant fraction and sonicated on ice. Surfactant solution is then 

added to the first emulsion fraction and further sonicated on ice to form the 

second emulsion. The final double emulsified fraction is added dropwise to 

surfactant and stirred to evaporate off the ethyl acetate. Finally, particles are 

freeze dried for storage before use.  

 

Characterization of the nanoparticles was performed by dynamic light 

scattering and scanning electron microscopy. Our results demonstrate that we 

were able to successfully fabricate homogenous PLGA nanoparticles measuring 

median diameter of 668 nm (Fig 3.1). In addition, scanning electron 

microscopy confirms the dimensions and morphology of these nanoparticles 

(Fig 3.2). The encapsulation efficiency of this protocol is 22.5% (data not 

shown), measured by measuring the total mass of peptide eluted out of the 

particles divided by the input mass of peptide. The particles can be thoroughly 

resuspended in saline and can readily pass through a 28 gauge needle without 

resistance.  
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Figure 3.1 Dynamic light scattering data of fabricated antigen-adjuvant 

containing PLGA nanoparticles. Histogram plot of dynamic light scattering 

analysis of PLGA nanoparticles formulated by double emulsion system show a 

majority homogenous population of particles measuring 668 nm in diameter. A 

smaller population of particles measuring just 22.6 nm also exists but is a 

minority population representing just 15.7% of total particles. 
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Figure 3.2 Scanning electron micrograph of fabricated antigen-adjuvant 

containing PLGA nanoparticles. Scanning electron micrograph of PLGA 

nanoparticles show uniform morphology or individual particles and majority 

particle diameter approximately 500nm. (scale bar = 1 micrometer) 

 

 

Presentation of encapsulated antigen 

 

We further assessed the efficacy of antigens encapsulated within PLGA 

nanoparticles to confirm that the structure of the peptide was not disrupted in 

the encapsulation process. Microparticles and nanoparticles encapsulating the 

NY-ESO1 peptide was fabricated using a similar double emulsion method as 

described above. The PLGA particles were cocultured for 24 hours with T2 

antigen presenting cells to allow for antigen uptake and presentation. Jurkat T 

cells were transduced with a T Cell Receptor (TCR) specific to the NY-ESO1 

peptide antigen and cocultured with the T2 cells. Following overnight 

coculture, flow cytometric analysis was performed on the jurkat T cells to 

assess their activation status via the CD69 activation surface marker (Fig 3.3). 

As negative controls, empty particles were cocultured with T2 cells and 

subjected to untransduced Tcells. The results of this study demonstrate that 

both PLGA microparticles and nanoparticles were able to successfully deliver 

NY-ESO-1 peptide antigen to T2 cells, and cause presentation of T2 cell surface. 

NY-ESO1 TCR specific Jurkat T cells showed increased expression of CD69 
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surface marker for cell activation when cocultured with peptide pulsed T2 

APC. Negative controls containing empty particles did not result in expression 

of CD69 on Jurkat T cells. The results of this study give us confidence that the 

peptide antigens structures are preserved adequately during the double 

emulsion fabrication process such that they can still be delivered and 

presented by antigen presenting cells to activate antigen specific T cells in 

vitro.  

 

 
Figure 3.3 Antigen presentation of peptide loaded PLGA particles. NY-

ESO-1 loaded PLGA particles by double emulsion method cocultured with T2 

antigen presenting cells and Jurkat T cells transduced with NY-ESO1 specific T 

cell receptors illicit T cell activation measured by CD69 expression by flow 

cytometric analysis.  

 

 

PLGA nanoparticles inhibit tumor growth in vivo 
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The efficacy of PLGA nanoparticle tumor vaccines were assessed using a 

syngeneic mouse model. 105 B16F10 melanoma cells were injected 

subcutaneously into wildtype female B6 mice. 3 days following tumor 

injections, the mice were treated with adjuvant-peptide loaded nanoparticles 

intravenously, or intratumorally, free adjuvant-peptide cocktail intravenously 

and intratumorally. As controls, empty nanoparticle vehicle and PBS were 

injected intratumorally in separate groups as well. Each animal was treated 

with 4 injections spaced 3 days apart. Tumor volumes were measured using a 

caliper at least once a week once the tumors become palpable. 

 

In this preventative nanoparticle tumor vaccine model, we demonstrate that 

there was a detectable response in tumor bearing animals treated 

intratumorally with the adjuvant-peptide combination. Tumor volumes for 

mice treated with adjuvant-peptide cocktails and nanoparticles were 

significantly lower than those animals treated intratumorally with PBS or 

empty nanoparticle controls at day 26 after tumor inoculation. Although not 

statistically significant, animals treated with empty nanoparticles had tumor 

growths that were slightly greater than those treated with PBS. Naked 

adjuvant-peptide cocktail delivered intratumorally was slightly more potent, 

although not statistically significant compared to nanoparticle formulations of 

the adjuvant-peptide combination.  
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Figure 3.4 Intratumoral delivery of adjuvant-peptide loaded nanoparticle 

tumor vaccines. Wildtype B6 mice inoculated with 105 B16F10 melanoma 

cells were treated by intratumoral injection starting day 3 for 4 doses every 3 

days with the corresponding drug and formulations. Tumor volumes were 

measured twice a week to assess antitumor response.  

 

 

By delivering adjuvants and peptides directly into the tumor 

microenvironment, there is reduced chance of degradation of adjuvants. In this 

particular study, we show there was not a significant therapeutic benefit in 

formulating adjuvant-peptide cocktails within nanoparticles. Although 

intratumorally delivered vaccines is easy to administer and avoids the need for 

a nanoparticulate formulation, its utility may be limited by cutaneously 

accessible tumors such as melanoma, head and neck tumors, or breast tumors 
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in certain circumstances. In order to access other types of solid tumors, 

intravenous delivery of adjuvants and peptides may be necessary. 

 

Again, using a preventative tumor vaccine model, we delivered the adjuvant-

peptide cocktails intravenously. Each mouse received 105 B16F10 melanoma 

cells subcutaneously and received intravenous treatment of nanoparticle 

formulated or free adjuvant-peptide cocktail three days following tumor 

inoculation. Treatment continued every 3 days for up to 4 doses. Tumors on 

animals were measured once palpable using a caliper until animals expired. In 

this study, we show that compared to the PBS control treated animals, free 

adjuvant-peptide cocktails significantly reduced the rate of growth of 

melanoma tumors. Nevertheless, the anti-tumor efficacy observed in 

intravenous delivered adjuvant-peptide cocktail was not significantly 

improved compared to intratumural delivery.  Nanoparticle formulation of 

adjuvant-peptide cocktail not only was more potent but actually significantly 

inhibited tumor growth past the treatment period. Tumor growth was not 

measurable throughout the duration of the study. These results strongly 

suggest therapeutic benefit in intravenous delivered nanoparticulate 

formulation of adjuvant-peptide combination. The benefit of PLGA 

nanoparticle formulation is more clearly observed in this intravenous delivery 

experiment as unencapsulated adjuvants are more likely to be degraded as 

they circulate before being delivered to a target.  
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Figure 3.5 Intravenous delivery of adjuvant-peptide loaded nanoparticle 

tumor vaccines. Wildtype B6 mice inoculated with 105 B16F10 melanoma 

cells were treated by intravenous injection starting day 3 for 4 doses every 3 

days with the corresponding drug and formulations. Tumor volumes were 

measured twice a week to assess antitumor response.  

 

E. DISCUSSION 

 

Oncolytic virus inspired nanoparticle tumor vaccines have the promise 

of achieving anti-tumor response in solid tumors. By employing a potent triple 

adjuvant cocktail consisting of RIG-I, STING, and TLR9 agonists, we 

demonstrate efficacy of this nanoparticle vaccine in a syngeneic mouse 
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melanoma model. We show that intravenous delivery route was more potent 

in achieving anti-tumor response compared with intratumorally delivered 

nanoparticles. This potency was not observed in adjuvant-peptides not 

protected by PLGA nanoparticles. Here, we show the ability of augment the 

potency of tumor vaccines and access tumors that cannot be reached 

cutaneously using a nanoparticle encapsulation system. When compared to 

oncolytic viruses, nanoparticle tumor vaccines are easier and cheaper to 

fabricate. Moreover, we show that multiple doses can be delivered 

intravenously to achieve therapeutic anti-tumor response.  

 

Future studies investigating combination of nanoparticle formulated tumor 

vaccines with anti-PD-1 or anti-CTLA4 vaccines in other solid tumor types will 

be important. In particular, studying the ability these nanoparticles of turning 

‘cold’ tumors that are resistant to immunotherapy into ‘hot’ tumors by looking 

at tumor infiltrating lymphocytes will be interesting as well.  
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